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'The Way of the Master'' is the flagship work of Ray Comfort and Kirk Cameron's organization. It

anchors their television program, radio program, and website. Considered by many to be the

definitive text in evangelism, this book is coming to Bridge-Logos to be updated, expanded, and

illustrated with photographs for Spring 2006 release. It's an anecdotal, loaded with commentary and

remarks that are more conversational than academic. It's an easy read with a hard message that

has already changed the face of sharing faith.
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I was saved late in life. And as I looked back over a life time I recognized that God had been

opening doors that I mistakenly thought I had done on my own. I had had near death experiences

that if I had died I would have spent eternity in Hell. When God turned on the light and I realized

how lost I was, and I found myself with a true bible preaching pastor I knew I had mad the turn. My

pastor also introduced us to The Way of the Master as he was preparing us for evangelical work. On



my own I purchased the Biblical Evangelism Course that included a paperback copy of "The Way of

the Master". As I read the book the more my eyes and heart were opened to what I had been

missing my entire life and how easily I could have died unsaved. As I read the book I decided that I

wanted to have it with me all the time so I got a kindle copy and put it on my iPad so I can more

easily find the material as I meditate or evangelize.I would recommend this book to anyone who

thinks they are saved. Reading it will open everyones eyes and will truly save some from an eternity

in Hell.

I was already sharing the Gospel with people on the street. This book changed my life. I still feel the

most important thing is LOVE for the person you approach- this book reminds you that in LOVE

bring their minds to the reality of what they know they've done to defy God so they CAN receive the

Good News- repent and rejoice in it! I love how it says- it's not good news to those who think they

are fine! He uses a great analogy- if i give you a parachute and tell you it will make your life better

you are only aware of its cumbersome nature- unless you realize that plane is crashing! There is a

way to do this with compassion and love!

I have been all wrong about what it means to be saved. If your desire is to truly follow Jesus, you

need to read this book and start telling others about Him. I had no direction or fruit in my life. I had

accepted Jesus but never repented of my sins or changed my ways. How could I grow? I struggled

though the first half of this book twice. I knew the message was true but it meant that I was not a

Christian, not saved but guilty & going to be judged & sentenced to hell. Sometimes the easiest lie

to believe is the one closest to the truth. God's wrath is real, he won't "get over it". Please, don't take

my word for it, read this book for yourself. Be critical, read the scriptures. Pray on it.

Incredible book and a must read. The author gives perfect analogies to see how a Christian life

should be lived. It's great perspective and amazing teachings. I learned something from every

chapter and it was very eye opening.Everything is scripturally based. It takes about how to be a well

rounded disciple and the importance of working around the Ten Commandments.I highly

recommend this book.

Absolutely life changing. I am certain that Ray Comfort will go down as one of the most effective

soul winners and teachers in history. If not recognized here on earth as such, you can be sure he

will be honored in heaven. Few books have brought tears to my eyes and passion in my heart like



this one has. This is the most important book you will read after the Bible. The Great Commission

was a command from the God that saved us, not simply a good idea. If we love Him, we will obey

Him. If we can get this and act, we will change the world.Get this book.

I am thrilled with this study. I greatly admire the hard work of Ray Comfort and Kirk Cameron. They

boldly go and proclaim the gospel everywhere and to anyone who will listen. My sister and I have

both been very convicted for not sharing the gospel more. So I decided to buy the book and work on

learning how to better share my faith with others. I pray that God will use this book in my life for His

glory. Jesus said the field is ripe but the workers are few. To my fellow brothers and sisters who

knows Christ as Savior, God is calling us to the field.

This book changed my life. This purchase was for a friend. I send these everywhere. This book

opened my eyes. I do not think many people understand Ray's strategy for witnessing at first

glance. It is challenging. We all want to tell people God loves them. But, in this book Ray lays it all

out. Why telling people about the love of God prematurely actually hinders their coming to

repentance and bringing forth true fruit. This book is a blessing to the earth. I will not even credit

Ray with writing it. He only noticed what was already in the Bible, and many of us overlooked. God

wrote this strategy. Read it before making any judgement on Ray. This book explains everything

about what Ray does and why he does them. Ray does not ask for credit. He even called the book

"The Way of the Master". Its not Ray's way, it was the way of Jesus.

Learn to witness in a non- confrontational way but with confidence
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